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Thc coupled-cluster or cxp(S) formalism is apphcd to thc problem of correlations In a many-electron
system. In this first work in a series of papers we concentrate'on exact results and restrict ourselves to
various ring approximations applicable essentially to the high-density regime. It is shown that the well-known
random-phase approximation (RPA) can be formulated as a nonlinear three-dimensional integral equation for
the four-point function Sz which provides a measure of the two-particle —hole pair component in the true
ground-state wave function. Exact analytic solutions are presented for both S, and the three-point particle-
hole vertex function in the RPA, and their properties are discussed. The Tamm-Dancoff approximation to
the ring summation is also formulated, and the analagous exact solutions are presented for the first time. It
is demonstrated that both solutions arc unique, and a comparison of the two approximations is presented in

terms of the correlation energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a model of the conduction electrons in a met-
al, where the periodic potential of the ion lattice
is replaced by a unifoxm positive charge distxibu-
tion chosen to ensure overall charge neutrality, . the
616cix'OIl gRS is pex'haps the most widely'studied of
all quantum-mechanical many-body problems. It
is well known that many of the most interesting
properties of the electron gR8 basically arise from
the long-range nature of the Coulomb interaction
between the electrons. The simplicity of the basic
Coulomb interaction has also been one of the rea-
sons for studying this system, in the hope that
other systems with Dlox'6 complicated long-x'Rnge

components in their interactions will qualitatively
share some of its properties.

Owing to the lnflnlte x'Rnge of the interaction it is
clearly of paramount importance for an accurate
description of the system to try to include as many
as possible of the effects of correlations between
the electx'ons . RQd it I.s cleRX' thRt these %'ill nevex'

be negligible, even in the weak-coupling limit. The
effective coupling constant x, is conveniently and
conventionally defined to be the xatio of the aver-
age interparticle spacing to ihe only length that
can be formed fx'om the parameters of the poten-
tial, namely, the Bohr radius. The coupling con-
stant x, is hence proportional to the pa, rameter e',
and is thus essentially the smallness parameter
for a perturbation-theoretic treatment. In the
high-density limit (r, - 0) therefore, the potential
x'epresents in some sense a small perturbation, .

but the strong correlations induced by.the potential
manifest themselves as a divergence in a. naive

application of perturbation theory. It-is well
known that this divergence is only cured by an in-
finite pRrtiR1 resummation of the pertUrbatioIl .sex'-
ies. Adherence to the principle of compensation
of the most dangerous diagrams then leads to ihe
well-known random-phase approximation (RPA) 1n

which the so-called ring diagrams are summed, :
together.

In the opposite limit of low densities, or the
strong-coupling regime, the kinetic energy of the
electrons represents a small perturbatiori oQ. the
Coulomb interaction, and as %signer first pointed
out the system then minimizes its enex'gy by the
electr'ons crystallizing on to the sites of R xegulRr
(solid) lattice. For some value of the density be-
tween these limits there is presumably a transition
between the fluid and the solid phases, but it is Qot
known at which critical value of x, this occurs.
Only in the two limiting cases have exact calcula-
tioQs for the correlation, energy been performed,
resultingy x'espectlvely, ln R po%'ex'-Series expRQ-
sion ln Y~ (interspersed with terms logarithmic ln

r, ) for high deneities, and an expansion in inverse
half-integral powers of r, (plus terms exponential-
ly smail:in r, ) for low densities. Attempts have
been made both to interpolate between these two
limits and to extend approximat61y the exact
treatments into the density range of real metals,
corresponding to 2~ x, ~ 6.

Most attempts to work toward the metallic den-
sity regime have siRx'ted from the high-density
side, both since this is the weak-coupling limit,
and since it is generally believed that the electrons
in real metals lie on the fluid side of the fluid-
solid phase transition. One of the earliest of the
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modern methods applied to the electron gas was the
equations-of-motion. approach introduced by Bohm
and Pines, ' where the RPA was first successfully
employed in a quantum treatment of the electron
gas. This work also led to the introduction of the
plasma coordinates (and see Ref. 2). Following
this line of approach the techniques of quantum-
field theory were soon brought to bear on the elec-
tron gas. Thus, Gell-Mann and Brueckner' mere
the first to perform the infinite summation of
Feynman diagrams necessary to give exactly the
first two terms in the high-density expansion of the
correlation energy. It was also shomn that the ap-
proximation of keeping only that infinite class of
diagrams considered by Gell-Mann and Brueckner,
namely, the so-called ring diagrams, was equiv-
alent to the RPA of Bohm and Pines, ' and that this
was exact in the high-density limit. Equivalent
results mere obtained by Hubbard' and also by
Sawada. ' The equivalence of these various calcu-
lations, and the role played by the pla, smons in
each case, was made particularly clear by the
work of Sawada et at. ' A very closely related ap-
proach, namely, the dielectric-function formula-
tion, was initiated by Nozieres and Pines. ' The
next term in the high-density expansion was first
calculated by DuBois, ' and was later recalculated
and corrected by Carr and Maradudin. '

The earliest attempt at an interpolation formula
valid for metallic densities was that of signer, "
who employed his own exact low-density result.
More recently, Carr et at.""have given more ex-
act interpolations based on both the exact low- and
high-density results. Most of the methods a.lready
described have also been employed to try to extra-
polate into the metallic density regime from the
high-density side. For example, both Nozieres
and Pines" employing the Bohm-Pines theory of
plasma oscillations, ' and Hubbard' employing a
diagrammatic method, have considered incorpor-
ating the most important exchange effects arising
from fermion statistics, which are missing from
the basic RPA treatment. Since these early calcu-
lations ma, ny other attempts have been made to
further improve the results. In particular- it be-
came clear that the RPA induces too strong cor-
relations for small interparticle separations.
Thus, Singwi et al." invented a method which, by
including the correlation effects caused by the two-
particle interactions, is thought to provide a good
treatment of short-range effects. Within the
framework of perturbation theory, similar consid-
erations have led many authors" "to attempt to
improve upon the RPA by also including the elec-
tron-electron scattering terms (or ladder dia-
grams) as well as exchange effects. In particular
we note that the results of Lowy and Brown" agree

very well with those of Singwi et al. ,
"although the

methods are quite different.
While these essentially perturbative approaches

have the great attraction of enabling one "to keep
an eye on the physics" through the use of dia-
grams, their real drawback is in having at some
stage to have to make a guess at "the next most
important class of diagrams, " or some equivalent
procedure, in a. physical regime where many of the
neglected diagrams may well be equally important.
We think it fair to say that there have been few
really systematic attempts among the practitioners
of the diagram-counting techniques. While the vast
majority of the calculations in the literature have
been of this broadly perturbation-theoretical kind,
there ha. s also been a much smaller number of
variational calculations. In this context we. men-
tion only the earliest calculations of Edwards and
Qaskell, "based on a Rayleigh-Schrodinger varia-
tional method with a trial wave function of the
Jastrow form. Although these variational calcula-
tions do not suffer from the same, drawbacks al-
ready, mentioned, they do have the disadvantages
that it is difficult both to formulate a theory which
is susceptible to systematic improvement and to
understand (in terms, say, of the diagrams of per-
turbation theory) what is the essential physics of
a given approximation. Furthermore, the one
great advantage. of the method, namely the exist-
ence of the variational energy bound, is normally
lost in practice by the necessity of having to intro-
duce further approximations.

The aim of the present work is to bring a new
method to bear on the problem of electron correla-
tions, namely, the exp(S) method (as it was orig-
ina. lly called) or the coupled-cluster formalism
(in more modern parlance) of Coester and Kum-
mel, ""to which it has not before been applied,
and which we hope to demonstrate retains many of
the advantages of the methods outlined above with-
out suffering from the sa.me disadvantages. The
coupled-cluster formalism was originally invented
to deal with closed-shell atomic nuclei, and cal-
culations by Zabolitzky" employing the method on
such nuclei as 'He, "0, and "Ca have met with
considerable success. A recent review of the for-
rnalism with particula, r emphasis on applications
in nuclear physics has been given in Ref. 28. The
method has also been essentially reinvented and
applied with great success in the realm of quantum
chemistry by Cizek and Paldus, It is by now
clear that the method provides a powerful tool in
the general many-body theory arsenal.

The coupled-cluster formalism re-expresses the
general N-body problem in-terms of a set of am-
plitudes S„,n = 1, . . . , N, which provide a measure
of the n-particle-hole pair components in the true
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ground-state wave function and in terms of which
all physical quantities may be expresse'd, a'nd pro-
vides a-set of coupled nonBnear equations fear these
amplitudes. By-- iterating these equations together
it is possible to-make contact with the perturbative
approaches, and'in par'ticular to derive quantities
equivalent to thoee expressible Qy Goldstone dia-
grams. " It has 8,'iso:been shown"- that by truncat-
ing: the equatioris:- i;n a particular manner, one may
rederive, ::for' ex';mple:, the same equations as in
the familiar Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone theory of
nuclear matter. Furthermore, one of the present
authors has rederive4 the basic coupled-cluster
equations in a mannei' that especially allows one to
intuit: the truncations necessary for a particular
problem:. "

Both from these arguments and from a previous
study" of a, simple sohible model whi. eh simulates
a many-fermion system' with long-range forces-, it
is concluded that the:coupled-cluster equations are
highly efficient in giving a good desCription of the
true ground state (at:least in the weak-coupling
regime). : The truncation adequate for the case of
long-range forces seems-to be identical with the
"natural" tr'uncatiori'of the coupled-cluster equa-
tions, namely'to put all':amplitudes 8, with-:i:&n
equal to zero if we intend to solve the hierarchy of
equations up to the nth equation. This truncation
from the'beginni: was'thie starting point 0f Cizek"
and was also proposed independently by Coe8ter'
for the Vase of long-range-forces.

The coupled-cluster formalism discussed so far
allows one only to calculate the energy of the
ground state. It is impoi'tmnt for the present appli-
cations that further recent developments of the
formalism exist which allow one to deal both with
excited states and with expectation values-of arbi-
trary operators. -. For excited states, there now
exist two different (bnt related) formalisms. One
is due to Kummel, . Offermann; and Ey" .

'~ who:
employ a model-space description of the wave
furictions of-the excited-states. This method is
thought to provide a direct microscopic foundation
to the very successful'phenomenological shell-
model calculations for"the excited states of atomic
nuclei. An iterative solution of the basic -equations
of this formalism may be shown to yield the linked
valence expansion of Brandow, "just as, the origin-
al ground-state equations'yield the Goldstone ex-
pansion. The other formali. sm for excited states
has been found independently by Emrich, "who de-
rives a coupled system ef eigenvalue equations for
the energies and amplitudes 'of the exeitations. - It
is our subjective feeling-'that the very elegant for-
malism of Emrieh provides, at leaSt for- homo:-
geneous systems, the natural extension of the cou-
pled-cluster formalism to excited states. Finally,

we mention that an evaluation of the density ma-
trix'i-n the coupled-cluster formalism has been
given by one of us, '0 which seems to permit a sys-
tematic evaluatiori of ground-state expectation val-
ues of arbitrary operators. This formalism has
already been applied '*" to problems in nuclear
physics, arid a brief outline of the method can be
found in Ref. 42.

The above discussion shows that there is a wide
scope for application of the coupled-cluster for-
malism to the problem of electron correlations,
and the present work is the first iri a series de-
voted to such applications. The first three papers
will be concerne'd with the electron ga,s only undei"
the further restrictions that (a) all S„With n&2 are
put equal to zero, which defi.res our basic so-
called SUB2 approximation, and (b) we concern
ourselves mainly with the computation of 6riei'gies.
The first two papers ar'e devoted'to exact solutioiis
of various further approximations (where we con-
sider only the so-called ring diagrams) which are
essentially releva, nt to the high-density regime. In-
the present work we treat only the ground state,
and in the second paper" (hereafter referred to as
II) we apply the formalism of Emrich to excited
states. In a third paper" {hereafter referred to as
III) we treat the ground state in both the low-den-
sity limit and in the intermediate density regime
appropriate to real metals.

In the remainder of this sectiori we give a brief
outline of the contents of the present paper. In
Sec. II we present a short discussion of the ele-
ments of the coupled-cluster grouiM-state formal-
ism needed for the present work and for future use
in III, based mainly on the results arid methods of
Ref. 34. In Sec. III we formu'late within the present
formalism the RPA for{ the two-particle-two-hole
amplitude 8,. %'e show how this four-poirit func--
tion 8, can be obtained from a knowledge of the
three-point particle-hole vertex function g, which
itself is given in the RPA by the solution to a non-
linear integral equation. The correlation energy
is obtained by a further integration on g, or equiv-
alently from the two-point proper polariza. tion
function, and in so doing we regain the well-known
high-density result of Gell-Mann and Brueekner. '
It turns out, as we shall-:see, that the mathematics
needed for the exact solution is very different from
and rather more complicated than. that needed in
the Green's-function formalism, for exa,mple, and
we present the solution in enough detail to high-
light the underlying physics. On the other hand,
while we seem to have to work rather hard to ob-
tain results found more easily by. alternative tech-
niques, we see that our solution contains more in-
formation. Thus we find in the HPA a complete
analytic solution for both g and 8,, and while this
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information is not necessary for a calculation of
the correlation energy, it should certainly prove
useful in other applications, as we shall demon-
strate explicitly in II for the particular application
to excited states.

Having demonstrated how the formalism may be
applied to give known results, we formulate also
a further approximation which turns out to be
equivalent to the Tamm-Dancoff" approximation
(TDA), which is well known in the context of nu-
cleax physics. We show also that the, TDA is sus-
ceptible to an exact solution for S„and the details
of the solution are presented together with the cor-
responding high-density limit for the correlation
energy. Finally, we show that an old approxima-
tion for the electron gas due to Macke" completes
a naturRl hlerRrchy of ring RpproxlmRtlons in the
coupled-cluster formalism. The various solutions
Rre then compared ln more detail ln Sec. IV.

We give here a brief review of the coupled-clus-
ter [or exp(S)] formalism so far as it is needed in
the present work and for other papers in this ser-
ies. A full review of the method (but with empha-
sis on applications in nuclear physics) has ap-
peared recently, "and some particular considera-
tions concerning long-range forces have been made
by one of us elsewhere. " The following discussion
is largely based on the content of Ref. 34.

One of the best ways to understand the physical
content of the coupled-cluster formalism, as well
as to appreciate both its virtues and limitations,
is to start from a formulation in terms of the so-
called subsystem amplitudes 4„, n ~N for a sys-
tem of N fermions with true ground-state wave
function I4'&. In terms of a model wave function
IC), which is the Slater determinant built out of N
orthonormalized single-particle states

Ie) =at, . at IO), (2.1)

where IO) is the vacuum state, and a,, are a set of
fermion creation operators for the states

I v;), the
subsystem amplitudes are defined as

(o'i' ' ' &nl+nlvy' ' vn&x

=- &@lap av a„a„le&y n ~N
p (2.2)

where I4I& is considered normalized by (4 lk&
=' l.

In Eq. (2.2) and henceforth, the labels v, p, A. in-
dicate states normally occupied (in IC &); the labels
o, p, v indicate states normally unoccupied, and the
labels n, P, y indicate both. Furthermore a. sub-
script A on a ket state, as in Eq. (2.2), indicates
an antisymmetx'ized state

(2.3)

where the index I' runs over all permutations and
is even or odd according as the permutation of the
indices 1, . . . , n is even or odd. %6 note for future
use tha, t it is sometimes in practice convenient to
consider nonantisymmetrized amplitudes, and
hence we consistently use the subscript A. where-
ever necessary. From its definition (2.2), it is
clear that the quantity (n ~ ~ u„l4„lv ~ ~ v & repre-
sents the amplitude that particles ", normally" in
states v„.. . , v„are in fact in states z„.. . , z„,
svitk all other peti cles in their normally occupied
states v„„,. . . , v~. (It should also be noted that
compared to Ref. 34, we have changed the position-
vector or r space labels 1, . . . , n to the present la, -
bels a~, . . . , ~n. This clearly chRnges none of the
physical content of the formalism. )

It is now easy to see [and see Eq. (2.8) of Ref.
34] that a knowledge of 4, and 4,, is sufficient to
calculate the exact ground-state energy E
(=-(4 I

H
I 4&, where H -=T + V is the Hamiltonian,

and we have used the condition &4IC& = 1),

E= Q &vITe, lv)+ —Q &vv'IV@, lvv'&„,
V VV

assuming the particles interact only via a two-body
potential V. The notation employed in Eq. (2.4) and
hereafter implies that complete seta of states may
be freely inserted as necessary, e.g. ,

&vv'Ive, lvv'& = g (vv'Ivlo'n'& &nn'Ie, l
vv'& .

CX (X

(2.5)

In order to derive the formal coupled-cluster
equations, one may now proceed as an Ref. 34 by
writing down as a first step, the Schrodinger equa-
tions for the amplitudes 4„,
&c lat at a a Hle&

=E&n, o„l4'„Iv, v„)„. (2.6)

What is then needed is a decomposition of the am-
plitudes &I„which allows one to eliminate all ma-
croscopic terms (i.e., those terms which are pro-
portional to N) in the essentially microscopic
equa, tions. This is formally achieved by introduc-
ing the so-called correlation amplitudes S„(for
n~ 2), as is considered in Sec. II 8 of Ref. 34, Al-
ternatively, one may simply write

(2.7a)

(2.7b)
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s„=(n! )
- g ( p, " p„ls„l v,

~n
V ga ~ ~ V

&&a .. a a a (2.7c)
~n vn

in analogy to perturbation theory, where Eqs. (2.7)
merely express the linked-cluster theorem for the
wave function. Insertion of Eqs. (2.7) into Eq.
(2.2) immediately yields the following decomposi-
tions:

&ul+, Iv& = &ulv&+ &uls, lv&,

&u1ual+alv, ua&~ = (&u2I+, I v, & &ual+. I vs&)~

+ (usual sal viva&A 2

(2.8a)

(a.8b)

& usuausl@sl V2Va Vs&~

= (&u le Iv &&n le Iv & &n le Iv &)

+ s.as(&u, u. lsal v, v. & &usl+2I v. &)~

+ &u2uauslssl v, v, vs&~, (2 8c)

where the symbol S~3 generates the sum of all
cyclic permutations of the labels Qy N3 cv3 and
the antisymmetrization indicated by the subscript
A. is performed on the ket states. A general de-
composition of the 4'„ in terms of the S ()n (n) is
given in Eq. (2.16) of Ref. 34. It is worthwhile to
consider the above decompositions in some detail.
Equation (2.8a) shows that (ulS, lv) is that part of
the amplitude (ulcc, Iv& which is nof given by the
single-particle amplitude (ul v) =-6„,. As in this
situation all othe~ normally occupied states are in
fact occupied, the Pauli principle enforces that the
label u in the amplitude (nlS, I

v) must equal some

normally unoccupied label. Similar considerations
apply to all correlation amplitudes S„, which is re-
flected in the ansatz (2.7) where only normally uii-
occupied state labels occur in the bra labels of the
functions (IS„I). From Eq. (2.8b) it is seen that
(IS,I) is that part of the two-body subsystem am-
plitude (IC,I) which cannot be described by one-
body subsystem amplitudes (I 2I', l), and it is this
observation that provides the basis for calling
(IS,I) the two-body correlation amplitude. Simi-
larly, Eq. (2.8c) shows that (IS, I & is that part of
the amplitude (IC sl ) which cannot be described in
terms of one- and two-body amplitudes {Isi,l) and
(IS,I). These considerations can clearly be ex-
tended to the relationship between arbitrary (I@„l)
»d &Is.l&.

What is clear from the above discussion is that
the amplitudes (ls„l & describe correlation(s only to
the extent that these occur within an n-body sub-
system. As in such an n-body subsystem all of the
remaining (N n) p-articles are in their normally
occupied single-particle states. , this means that to
be of use the physical system under consideration
must in some sense have the feature of bei1ng close
to such an idealization. The precise manner in
which this has to be so is hard to specify, but we
will take up this point again after having wri:tten
down the dynamical equations which connect the de-
fined amplitudes. These equations now follow from
Eq. (2.6) and the decompositions indicated in Eqs.
(2.8). The reader interested in the technical de-'

tails of the derivations may consult Ref-. -34.
Using Eqs. (2.28b)-(2.30) of Ref. 34, the exact

one- and two-body equations may be written

&u2IT+, iv2&+ g &u2vlV~alv2v&~+ g &u, vlr(a)S, I v, v&„
v I

+
2 2 &u,vv'IV(23) [sa(13)e,(a)+Sa(12)e,(3)+S,(123)]

I v, vv'&„= g h„(n, le, l v&
vv' 1

(2.9)

&p, p, l [T(1)+T(2)]s, l v.,v, &„—g (Is„„&p,p, ls, l vv, &„+Ia,„&p,p, ls, l v, v)„)

A+ py p2 S2 VV A VV V4'2 VyV2 A+ 'pi p2V 7 3 83 VQV23V A
vv' v

+ g (p, p, vl v(13)[s,(23) 4', (I) + s, (12)213,(3) + s, (123)]I v, vav&z

+ p (p, p, vl v(23) [s,(13)4', (2) +s,(12)214,(3) + ss(123)] I v, v,v)„

+
2 Q (p, p, vv'I V(34) [S,(13)S,(24)+ S,(23)S,(14)
1

VV

3,(123)4,(4) s,(124)s,(3) s, (1234)]l, , ')„). (2'13)
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In Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) we have used the convention
that the integers in parentheses after a particular
operator refer that operator to those quantum la-
bels in the associated bra or ket in the correspond-
ing numerical positions (counting from the left),
e.g. , &p, p. iT(I)=&p,lT&p. l, & p, p. l T(2)=&p, l

&palT' but &pap&IT(1) = &p. lT@&pil& a,nd

(p, p, p, iV(13) = (p, pJVS&p, i. This rule ha, s to be
used in connection with the insertion of unit opera-
tors as in Eq. (2.5) in order to derive explicit ex-
pressions. The quantity h„„appearing in Eqs.
(2.9) and (2.10) is denoted as the hole energy, and
is defined by

h, , =
& v, [Te,i v, &++ & v, v'i Vq, i v, v'&„. (2.11)

We shall not 'need the equations for S„for n) 2,
but we note that the general structure is that the
equation for S„ involves both S„„and S„„.In or-
der to use the equations in practice the hierarchy
must somehow be truncated. The truncation al-
luded to in Sec. I of setting all S, equal to zero for
i) n we shall henceforth call the SUBn approxima-
tion. It is clear that the SUBI approximation [i.e. ,
Eq. (2.6) with S,= S,=07 is just the familiar Har-
tree-Fock approximation, by the following argu-
ment. The SUBi approximation is equivalent to
solving the Schrodinger equation with the ansatz
j

q&&= e i
i 4&, and a familiar theorem of Thouless"

ensures that any determinantal state
i
C'& can be

expressed in terms of an arbitrary determinant i4&
(not orthogonal to ic '&) by means of the transform-
ation ic '& = e &ic). It is seen that the hole energy
in this case is just the Hartree-Pock energy.
From this one may also suspect that the hole ener-
gy will play a special role in the two-body equa-
tion, as will prove to be the case in III.

As indicated in Sec. I, we aim to treat the elec-
tron gas in, the SUB2 approximation, namely, the
system of equations (2.9)and (2.10)with the approx-
imation S„=o, n ~ 3, which thus comprise a closed
and soluble set of equations for the amplitudes
([SJ& and (iS, i&. It is again clear that the solution
so obtained is equivalent to solving the Schrodinger
equation with the ansatz ie& = eis&"2 ic&&, and from
this point of view the approximation is the natural
generalization of the Hartree-Fock approach [al-
though by computing the energy from Eq. (2.4) one
loses the upper-bound property].

In our discussion subsequent to Eqs. (2.8) we in-
dicated that in order for the SUB2 approximation
to be valid it would seem that the physical system
under consideration must have something in com-
mon with a state where all but two particles are in
normally occupied single-particle states. We now
see, however, that this is not such a severe lim-
itation as might originally have been supposed.

Thus, the subsystem amplitude

v = (k, s), ski ( kv,

p=-(k, s), lkl i. ,
(2.13)

where, as in Eq (2.12.), s is a spin label with the
possible values 0 or 4, k is the wave number of the
plane-wave state, and hk~ is the Fermi momen-
tum. It is clear that the one-body equation (2.9)
now becomes trivial, since both the states i4» and
iC& are assumed to be eigenstates of the total mo-
mentum operator P with &P& =0, and hence S,=O
from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.13). We further introduce
the convenient notation

S Sj; 2

(q) &kl+q, s„k.—q, s.lS2lkgs| k2sg&g,
,

(2.14)
where we have implicitly used conservation of
both total momentum and third component of spin.
From general grounds it is clear that so far as
the spin indices are concerned, in the absence of
any external applied "magnetic" fields (as as-
sumed here), there are only two independent func-
tions for given k„k„and q, namely, the parallel
case S, =-S, , a,nd the antiparallel case S, =—S, ,
which are however themselves generally unequal.

It is now not difficult to evaluate explicitly the
basic SUB2 approximation equation for S„namely,
Eq. (2.10) with S, =-S4=0. We find, after a con-
siderable amount of regrouping of the terms, the
reasons for which will become clearer presently,
that our basic SUB2 equation for S, may be written

(~'i2m)(lk. + ql'+ lk. - ql'- k| —k~) S,".-„'„- (q)

RPA T + TRPAEX CHP Cpp.

+PWCA
T +T +TFF2 —0PHB EE1 EE2 y (2.15)

&n, n J+,iv, v, &„= &4 ia„' a,",a„,a„ ie&

is computed by using the very complex total wave
function i4&. What makes the formalism useful
(from this point of view) is that the subsystems
are allowed fully to interact among themselves
through a dynamics determined by the resulting
SUB2 equations.

We now restrict ourselves for further discussion
to an infinite homogeneous system of spin-& par-
ticles of mass m interacting through a (pairwise)
spin-independent local potential, which we write
in momentum space as

(k,s „k,s, ( Vi k,s„k,s,)
= V(k, —.k3)5k&+k2 g, +k45...35,2,~. (2.12)

For such a system we choose our single-particle
basis to consist of plane-wave states with quantum
labels specified as
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T„,„(i=(())(i+2& r„'r, (C, lii()i) ()i-i)))

n(k) -=8(k~ —k), n(k) =-8(k —k~)

RpAEX . ))g~g (qex) .

x 1+. 82& t, q n k' n k'+q „2.16

and where the functions n(k) and n(k) are,defined
in terms of the usual unit-step function 8(x),

x j;+ 8".„', q,„eO' N k'+q, „

(2.19)

8(s) =

0, ~&0,
(2.20)

=- Ãp'. 0 — V'k, -kg Q + pq' $' ~ q'n k g(k-q'n k, +q' 8,,& & g,

k q'a

@yO pg g yg Q j pq'$ 'n kNk+g'8 -g' 8
X q'o

. =+ Nyo — Vk, + -km' —. Vk, +q- 9, -„-„, k, +q-knknA' Hk+k'-k, — 8 -„-„q

+ Np 0 — V' k-k2+q n k — V' k-k~+q 9 k-k2+q 8 k n k' n k+k'-k2+ $ q

T„„,= QV(q-q')S, '„-'-„(q')n(k,+q )n(k, -q')+ QV(k)S, '-„',-„„-. -„(q-k)n(k, +k)n(k, k)

(2.22)

+(1--,'n, , )Q V(k-q')S, '-,' -„-„-„(q-k)S" (q)n(k, +k)n(k, k)n(k, ~q )n(k,
h q'

T p~ = - Q &(kg -k)s, j .
q (q, }n(k)n(k -q) - QV(k, - k)S (q)n(k)n(k+q),

tf k

(2.24)

T,» = —g V(k, —k)8, „- -„(k+fi-k,)n(k)n(k, +g- k, +k) —g W(k, —k)S,'-„'„(k,~ q k)n(k)n(k q k +k)
tf k

(2.25)

(2.26)
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S2

(e)

(h)

FIG. '1. Diagrammatic representation of the various
terms m the 3'UB2 equation {2.15) for $2. Note that
the asymmetric diagrams {b), {e), {g)-{l),{p), and

{q) each represent two separate terms; one as shown
and another obtained by mirror reflection. The terms
{s&) and {s&) apply only to the parallel and antiparallel
spin cases, , respectively.

%e now wish to stress that although the basic .

SUB2 equation (2.15) for S, appears to be highly
complicated analytically, its underlying structure
is remarkably simple. We therefore examine each
of, the terms in more detail, and in so doing ex-
plain the reasoning behind their nomenclature.
Apart from the first kinetic energy (KE) term,
each. of the r'emaining terms is also illustrated
diagrammatically in Fig. 1. Apart from the sign
of the terms (rules for which we do not give}, a
suitable labeling of the diagrams (using conserva-
tion of momentum and of third component of spin
at each vertex) will readily demonstrate to the
reader the obvious rules for their construction and
their equivalence to the various analytic forms

given above. We note only that lines with arrows
pointing upwards (downwards) are to be strictly
associated with "particle states" ("hole states"),
i.e., with normally unoccupied (occupied) states
with momenta outside (inside) the Fermi sphere.
The diagrams are thus "time-ordered" in the
sense of Goldstone perturbation theory, about
which we shall ha, ve more to say later.

The terms labeled RPA are represented pic-
torially by the diagrams (a)-(c) of Fig. 1, and
it is clear that they are responsible for gener-
ating the so-called ring (or bubble) diagrams. It
is well known that summing only the ring dia-
grams is equivalent to the RPA, whence the choice
of name. In the remainder of the present work we
shall explicitly demonstrate that the further (dras-
tic) approximation to Eq. (2.15) of keeping only the
KE and RPA terms, setting the remainder to zero,
leads to an equation which is exactly soluble, and
which reproduces all of the known RPA results.
Similarly, the RPAEX terms which contribute only
in the parallel-span case, are shown in diagrams
(d)-(f) of Fig. 1, and these clearly generate the ex-'

change corrections to the RPA caused by the fer-
mion statistics. We note that diagrams (a) and (d),
which represent, respectively, the direct and ex-
change bare potential, are the sole driving terms
in Eq. (2.15). The terms labeled CHP, shown in
diagrams (g)-(i) of Fig. 1 are all of the form of
an insertion into one of the two hole lines of the
amplitude S,. They thus generate (in this approxi-
mation) the complete-hole-potential (CHP) cor-
rections to the unperturbed or bare KE of the hole
states. The diagrams (g), (h}, and (i) are re-
ferred to individually as the Hartree-hole-poten-
tial (HHP}, the Fock-hole-potential (FHP), and
simply the hole-potential (HP) terms, respective-
ly. The CPP terms (j)-(I) analogously generate
the complete-particle-potential (CPP) insertions,
and are again respectively distinguished as the
Hartree-particle potential (HPP), the Fock-par-
ticle potential (FPP), and simply the particle
potential (PP). The three terms labeled CLAD
are shown in diagrams (m)-(o) of Fig. 1. It is

'clear that they are responsible for generating the
complete sum of ladder diagrams for two-particle
and two-hole scattering in the many-body medium,
and hence again the choice of name. Diagrams
(m) and (n) taken individually, generate the par-
ticle-particle ladder sum and hole-hole ladder
sum, respectively, while diagram (o) generates
the mixed particle-particle and hole-hole ladder
terms. Again to distinguish them, we refer to
diagram (m) as the PPLAD term (or in view of
its usual importance in comparison to the other
two as simply the LAD term), to diagram (n) as
the HHLAD term, and to. diagram (o) as the MLAD
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term. Si.milarly, the terms labeled PHA. and PHB
wluch are represented pictorially by Figs. 1(p)
and 1(q},: respectively, generate the two sorts of
particle-hole ladder diagrams. which we distin-
guish by the labels A and B. Finally the byo
terms EE1 and EE2 are extra exchange (EE)
terms required by Fermi statistics. The term
EE1 is shown in diagram (r) of Fig. 1; while the
term EE2 in the ease of parallel spins is shown
in diagram (s,) and in the case of antiparallel
spine in diagram (s,).

We stress again that the basic SUB2 approxi-
mation expressed by Eq. (2.15}is exact apart
from neglecting the interactions with higher-
order subsystems. Otherwise, all two-body ef-
fects are included, and it is now clear why the
equation at first sight looks so complex. In per-
turbation-theoretical terms we are effectively
summing an enormous class of diagrams in the
SUB2 approximation. As stated in See. I, it has
formally been shown elsewhere" how to obtain
quantities equivalent to those expressible by the
time-ordered Goldstone diagrams of tin~e-inde-
pendent perturbation theory. F rom our previous
discussion this equivalence should now be intui-
tively obvious when we realize that a Goldstone
diagram for the wave function, for example, is
always referred to the state ~C ), and it is always
implied, that all of the nonparticipating particles
(i.e. , the "missing" lines in the diagram) are in
their normally occupied single-particle states.
The analogy with our amplitudes ((4„~) is then
almost trivial. In the same vein we also note that
the equivalence of the present coupled-cluster
approach with the Green's-function approach based
on the Feynman-Dyson time-dependent perturba-
tion theory is considerably more complicated.
This Green's function formalism can also be ex-
pressed diagrammatically in terms of non-time-
ordered or Feynman diagrams which have no
direct counterpart in our approach. We note for
example that the three CLAD terms of diagrams
(m)-(o) of Fig. 1 could be represented by a single
non-time-ordered diagram in the Green's-func-
tion approach. Similar", simplifications" occur
elsewhere in the Green's-function approach, but
as pointed out by one of the present authors ' in
a different context such advantages are always
offset by accompanying disadvantages. In this
context we finally remark that the structure of the
basic SUB2 equation (2.15) for S2 is that of a
"quadratic" integral equation. It is seen that in

order to generate the terms involving "backward
propagation" in time it is necessary for the for-
malism to involve terms at least bilinear in S„
and hence in this serise the formalism achieves
this minimally.

The purpose of the remainder of this work is
now to apply Eq. (2.15} to the electron gas, and in
particular to study the RPA and some allied ap-
proximations. A fuller study of the equation is
then deferred to IH.

+g 4xe j
i&& k &0

(3.1)

where in the Coulomb potential term V, the
Fourier component k =0 is excluded on account of
the neutralizing positive background. The ground-
state eigenfunction 4 of the. kinetic energy opera-
tor Ho is just the usual Slater determinant built
from doubly occupying the &N plane-wave states
with momenta k & k~, where the Fermi momen-
tum k~ is given by

kr =(3v'p)'(3. (3.2)

As usual we also define an average interparticle
spacing r, by

(4 rS)-1 (3.3)

and the dimensionless parameter r, by

r, =r,/ap (3.4)

in terms of the Bohr radius ao= 5'~/me~. Defining

E, to be the expectation value of the full Hamil-
tonian (3.1) in the noninter'acting ground state C,
and eo to be the corresponding energy per electron
expressed in Rydbergs,

Z, = (C (ff(4 ) = e+e'/2a, , (3 5)

it is trivial to show that cp may be evaluated as,

eo = 2.21/r, —0.916/r, ,

where the two terms correspond, respectively, to
the kinetic energy of the unperturbed filled Fermi

III. APPLICATION TO THE ELECTRON GAS

A. General comments

%'e no~ wish to use the general formalism out-
lined in Sec. II in the case of the uriiform electron
gas. As usual we consider a large number N of
electrons enclosed in a volume 0 with a rigid
uniformly distributed positive background chosen
to ensure overall charge neutrality. Since we are
interested only in the bulk properties, the system
is studied in the thermodynamic limit where both
N and 0 become infinite such that the density
p=N/0 remains constant. The electrons have
mass m and charge e, and the total Hamiltonian
may thus be written

8&=+o+V=—
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& =~ —~Oy (3.6)

and its calculation is one of the main subjects of
the remainder of'this work.

From Eqs. (2.4) and (2.8) and using S, =0, it is
clear that the correlation energy E, may be ex-
pressed in terms of 8, by

kp

E, = —Q Q {k,o'~, k2o~ I VS2I k~o~, k2o~)~,
k g, k2 tyg, a2

(3.7)

sea, and the second term is the Pock exchange en-
ergy [the usual direct Hartree term being zero in
this case because V(k=0) =0]. The difference be-
tween the exact ground-state energy e (expressed
again in Rydbergs per electron) and e, is known as
the correlation energy

4 1
3vN q (k k +q)

x —
3 [1+2f«, (q)1 [1+2f =», (q)] (3.10)

9. RPA ring equations

From our basic SUB2 approximation equation
(2.15) we now select only those terms which lead
to the most general ring diagrams. By reference
to Fig. 1 it is clear that these are the terms cor-
responding to diagrams (a)-(c) of the figure for
both S,' and S,". Thus, from our basic SUB2
equation (2.15) and from Eqs. (3.1)-(3.4), and de-
fining S, =S, =—8, in this approximation, we find
that (what we now denote as) the RPA equation for
8, is

or, in an approximation where 8, is spin-inde-
pendent, by

(4jgv)-'~',

and the function f» (q) is defined by

(3.11)

kI &1,
km I'~

Ik+qI &1.
(3.9)

It is thus clear that any approximation for S, gen-
erates a corresponding approximation for the cor-
relation energy. What we wish to do in the re-
mainder of this section is to consider various ap-
proximations to S, from our basic equations (2.15)-
(2.27).

It is well known tha, t summation of the so-called
ring diagrams is vital to remove the divergence in
the order-by-order perturbation expansions that
arises from the long-range nature of the Coulomb
potential, and which immediately a,rises in sec-
ond-order perturbation theory. In Sec. IIIB we
use our formalism to include all of the ring dia-
grams, a result which we shall show is fully
equivalent to the RPA. In Sec. IIIC we solve a
simplified (linearized) set of ring equations which
is equivalent to summing only the forward-going
in time (in the Goldstone time-ordered sense) ring
diagrams, and which is identical in this ca,se to
the Tamm-Dancoff~' approximation. So far as we
are aware, we obtain exact results in thi. s case
for the first time. Finally, in Sec. IIIC me con-
sider a further approximation which completes a,

natural hierarchy'of ring equations, and which we
show is equivalent to an approximation due orig-
inally to Macke4' (MA).

g P, . S, ,.;,-, , (q), (3.6)
-k2Cr q&0

where in Eq. (3.6) and henceforth all momenta are
considered to be dimensionless variables, having
been scaled by k„, and where the restrictions on
the k, and k, sums a.re defined by

S., »,», (q) = S', -», , -», (q) (3.13)

which follows from the definition of Eq. (2.14) and
Galilean invaria. nce, to write

2 S.,-«,», (q) =f-», (q).
k, e=-r .

Using Eqs. (3.10) and (3.12) together yields the
equation for f-„,(q),

(3.14)

&& [1+2f-",(q)] [1+2f"Z, (q)] .
(3.15)

Defining the general particle-hole vertex function
g(k) as

g-„(k) -=g(k) =-1+2f » (q), (3.16)

FIG. '2. Diagralnmatie representation of the BPA
equ. ation for 92.

f», (q)= Z S2, »,»,(q). (3.12)
-k~c I"

The superscript (or subscript, as convenient) A
used in Eq. (3.10) will henceforth be used consis-
tently to indicate that the. quantity under discussion
is evaluated in the RPA. . The RPA equation (3.10)
is illustrated diagrammati. cally in Fig. 2. In writ-
ing Eq. (3.10) we have used the equality
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and changing the Sum to an integral as usual by

g -,. aa,'(2(()-' J'al,

we find that Eq. (3.15}may be rewritten

gR{k)=1 —
2„p gz(k)}

az(k )

where

then integrated on the variable &, {=I'. After some
trivial. algebra, this gives

J dK, dK, g„(K,)
r q. {K,+Tc) r q ~ {K,+Tc)

1 . dKIg'K(K)) dKjgs(KI()
2IIP r q (K, +Tc) r q (K, -Tc)

1 dK, g„(K,) dK, g„( K,)
2IIP r- q. {K,-Tc) r q (KI+Tc,)

{3.25)

In the second and third terms on the right-hand
side of Eq. (3.25) we now repeatedly substitute
from Eq. {3.22) written as

For maQy purposes lt is more convenj. ent to de
fl, ne llew (di111611810Illess) Rlld Inol'6 sylnlllet'I'lc nlo-
mentum variables x, and a, by

dK, gs (K,) 1

r q ~ (K, +K) g„(K)
(3.26)

g„(K,) =1 — g (K,)

gK(KX) .
. X . ding:-~' ~ '

~ p:. . K.~HI
q ' (K~+ Kg/

(3.22)

(
ITc--,'q)&1,

(Teer(K)=-r")~ &

( Tc+2 q & l. (3.23)

We 8!IRll 1'egax'(i Ecl. (3.22), wll loll ls R I101111116R1"

integral equation for the RPA particle-hole vertex
function g„(K), as the basic RPA equation in the
coupled-cluster formalism, since aD other quanti-
ties of interest may be. obtained from it. Thus,
using Eqs. (3.10), (3.16), and (3.21), we have that

P, can be expressed as

in the physical regime i&,H I" and X~ E l". The pur-
pose of the remainder of this subsection is thus to
obialll' tile exact sollltloll to Eq. (3.22) Rlld 'to dis-
cuss its general properties.

As lt stands Eq (3.22) ls R qlladl'atlc lll'tegx'Rl

equation for g„(K), and the first step in its solu-
tion is to bring it into linear form. This can be
achieved as follows. The equation is first multi-
plied throughout by the factor [q (K, + Tc)] ', and

We denote quantities defined in terms of these new

variables by a tilde, thus

g(k, ) =g(K, --,' q) -=g(K,),
SX:k,x,{q) =52;-., -(I)a)-, ,.(I)2), (to (3 2

=gx;-;.,(q)

Rlld ill tel'nls of wlllcll Eq. (3.18) Illay be wl'ltlell

which leads straightforwardly to the functional re-
l&,tion

fgs(K}gs( KN '=4-{K), (3.»)
wher«e known function Kz(K} is defined by the
relation

1 .
- 1x„(r)=(+' . dz,

-

~ +
' — }.

(3.28)
. Sllbstltlltioll of Eq. (3.2V) lllto oui' ol'lginR1 eqllat1011

(3.22} leads immediately to the lineal integral
equation for gs(K},

(3.29)Z„(K)g„(K)=1+ ——1 dK'g~(K')

q, (K' K)-
We note that although we have achieved our goal of
linearizing the original integral equation for g„(K),
the equation is now a singular integral equation in
the physical regime K (= I'(Tc) since the kernel be-
comes infinite at all values z'=x. Thus, the
kernel of the equation is not square integrable- and.
the usual Fredholm theory of linear. integral equa-
tions cannot be applied . .

Happily, however, Eq. (3.29) is still susceptible
to:an 'exact, solution but in order to prGceed( fUr-

)

ther it is important to choose the correct co-
ordinate. system. The function gz(TC) is in reaiity
a function:of both the vector x, and the vector; q
which we have suppressed for ease of Qcotation. -. By
Galilean invariance the only independent scalars
are thus K', q', and K q, and continuing to sup-
pre'ss the implicit dependence on q, we write
gz(K) —=gz(K q, K'). We note, however, from the
clefilllng equatloll (3.28) 'thR't XK{K) 18lllclepe:nclellt
of the scalar I{,"2, and hence it is clear by inspec-
tion that Eq. (3.29) has a solution gz(Tc) =gz{K q), '

independent of x'. It is therefore clear that. the
natural coordinate system in which to solve Eq.
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(3.29) is a cylindrical polar system with axis along
the direction q, Rnd for obvious 1"eRsons of sym-
metry with origin at the midpoint of the axis
joining the centers of the two unit Fermi spheres
implied by the integration regime I'. In these
cylindrical polar coordinates (x, p, e), where x

dK X = 27Tg dxX(x) f(x), (s.so)

q, the integrations expressed in Eqs. (3.28)—
(3.29) may be written

rx, 0 &x &1 —-'q,

[1—(-,'q- x)']/2q,
Erx&0 ={'

~ 0, otherwise,

1 —zg' x --1+kg, Q'42,1 - 1

1 1
@ Q' —1 ~~X ~+ 2 g + 1, tg ~~2,

(S.Sla)

and for future use we define

8 (- x) = Xr(x-), (3.3lb)

Io~~xczq+1, q&2;
X(= I ~'i,

( —Q' —1~+X+ (+1 g +~2

Using Eqs. (3,30)-(3.31) with Eq. (3.28) leads to the explicit, expression for K„(«),

(3.32)

1 1

K„(tT) =-K„(x)=1+ 2q+[1 (-,'q+x}'] ln -', q + [1—(-,' q —x)'J ln ',
2pg'

I g Q' —1 +X gg- 1 —x
(3.33)

which is valid for a/E values of q.
Similarly, Eq". (3.29) may be written in these co-

ordinates for g„(« ~ q) =-g„(x) as

K (x)gs(x) =1+ — dx' —," —,xc I .
(3.34)

We note that at this point the RPA problem has
been reduced to finding the solution of the one-
dimensional singular integral equation (3.34).
This equation is almost of the standard Musk-
helishvilli-Omnes-type, " and we shall only
sketch such further steps in its solution as are
necessary to illuminate the physics of the Rp-
proximation.

In order to solve Eq. (3.34), it appears to be
necessary to make an appeal to analytic continua-
tion at some stage and having realized this it is
easiest to do so immediately. Defining a function
Kz(z) of the complex variable z, by

1 1 1K {z)-=1+ — dx'f}j(x ) +-
P x'+z x' —z

=1+— 1+—[1—(-, q+z)'] ln1 2 a a'+&+1
P 2q ~ q+z —1

+ —[1—(zq-z) ]»,gg —8+1
2Q'

g Q' —8 —1

(3.35)

it is straightforward to show that

K, (x) -=K„(x+fq) =K„(x)~fvP-'X(x), (S.S8)

K„(z)gz(z) =1+—

and by comparison of Eqs. (3.34) and (3.37), and
making use of Eq. (3.38), it is clear that in the
physical regime x(= Ly

g„(x)= lim gz(x a iy), x c E, . (3.38)

Finally, defining a new function P(z) by

4(z) =-g (z)K,(z),
and writing

h„(x) —= (fv/P) N(x) /K„, (x),

(3.39)

we may rewrite Eq. (3.37) as

y, (x) =1+—.
1 , h„(x')g, (x') -

(3 41)
x —x —gn

In this form, Eq. (3.41) may now be solved by
standard methods" to give the general solution

where q is a positive infinitesimal, and K„(x) and
N(x) are as defined in Eqs. (3.33) and (3.31), re-
spectively. We can thus define a function gs(z) for
arbitrary z in the complex plane by

d, N(x')gs(x')
( )X' -8
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where

f z„, r.n[1/G„(x')]

(s.42)

(s.43)

is that the derived equation (3.29) does not have a
unique solution. The only method now open. . to.us
to attempt to eliminate the unknown function P(z)
is to ensure that the solution (3.48) does indeed
satisfy the original equation (3.22). Somewhat
more directly we may also requixe that the:solu-
tion (3.48) satisfies the functional relation (3.2'I),
or better, its genexalization

G„(x)=—1 —2h„(x), g„(z)g„(-z)= I /Ifs(z), (3.49)

where 5s(x) is real, and is given by

If'„,(x) = fir„(x) i
8'*'s&"&,

or equivalently,

(3.48)

and where the symbol I.n indicates any value of the
multivalued logarithmic function which is con-
tinuous on I.. It should be noted that the general
solution of Eq. (3.42) is not unique since it con-
tains the function P(z), which is defined to be any
function analytic in the entire complex plane with
the possible exceptions of singularities at either
or both of the end points of the integration interval
I . Also it is clear that in order not to run into
trouble with possible branch points of the I n func-
tion in Eq. (3.43) we must further require that
Gs(z) x 0 for z c I., which is readily verified in our
particular case. ThUS, using Eqs. (3.40) and

(3.44), we have

1/G, (x) -=e2 "z&*&=Z„(x)/Z„. (x), (3.45)

which is proved analogously.
Before proceeding with this derivation, how'-

ever, it is necessary to inquire into the analytic
structure of the function LnKs(z), which is in-
timately connected with the function u(z) from Eqs.
(3.43) and (8.45). It is clear from Eq. (3.35) that
gs(z) is analytic in the entire complex z plane ex-
cept for cuts along z c (I+I '), where I.' is the
reflection of the segment I about the y axis (i.e,
xc:I '~ —xc I) Clearly. , the only additional sin-
gularities in the function InKz(z) will be logarith-
mic branch-points at any possible zeros of the
function kz(z). It is trivial to show that the only
possible zeros of Kz(z) occur on the, real axis out:.-
side the cuts I, and I.'. From Eq. (3.33) we see
that the only possible zeros of iCz(z) are at z = ax„
where x, =x, (q) &max(I, ) =zq+I is the positive
root (if any) of the equation

z-1= ' 2q+ [1—(x~s+ —,
' q)'] ln

5s(x) = —5z(-x) = Tan ', imII, .(x)
B z ReIf (x)

(3.47)

x~--'q-
+ [1- (x", ——,

' q)'] ln0 ~ &8 &~+ j
xz&-,'q+1. (S.50)

and where to be consistent with the use of the I.n
function in Eq (8.43), the Tan ' function in Eq.
(3.4V) indicates any value of the multivalued in-
verse tangent function which is continuous on I .

The integral term in Eq. (3.42) may readily be
simplified by considering the contour integral of
the function e "' '/(z'- z) with respect to the

. :variable z' around the contour comprising the .

circle at infinity indented at the real axis to ex-
clude the cut I.. Comparison of the direct evalua-
tion with the result obtained using Cauchy's theo-
rem and the defining equation (3.43): leads trivially
to the result

x,(q ) =-,' q" +1, (s.51)

It is also not difficult to show that Eq. (3.50) has
either one or no solution, according as q ~ q "~
or q &q, respectively, where q" is given by

g„(z) = [e" "'/SC„(z)] [1+P(z)] . (8.48)

There remains for us therefore only to try to
eliminate the unknown function P(z). It should be
realized however that we have no u Priori knowl-

edge of whether our original equation (3.22) in-
deed has a unique solution, although this will turn
out to be the case. %hat is certainly true however

X

FIG. 3. Heal and Imagknalg parts of the fQDct'Lon

E'z, (x) and the phase angle 6&(x) for i ~ =1 and momen-
tum transfer q =0.6 &q ~ = 0.560.
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or, using Eq. (3.45),

(qs )'= ' (2+q" )ln 1+
&mnf. .

(3.52)

which is readily shown to have a unique solution
for any value of x, . The structure of the real and
imaginary parts of Ifs (x) ls shown ln Figs. 3 and

4, together with the phase angle 5s(x) of Eq. (3.47)
for the two cases q&qR, „and q&q" . To be specific
we have chosen the value r, =1 for which Eq. (3.52)
has the solution q =0.560, and again to be spe-
cific we have chosen values of q& 2, although
nothing of significance changes for q&2. It should
also be noted that we have now restricted our-

selves to work on the branch of the Tan ' function
in Eq. (3.47), where 5s(z)-0 when x-o), and this
branch will always be implied henceforth. The
important thing to note about the function 5a(x)
is the differing behavior for q&qR~ or q&q"~. In
the former case 0( 5„(x)& v, and 5s(x) =0 for
x~ —,'q+1, whereas in the latter case 5s(x) =v for
—„'. q+1 ~x&xR0, and this behavior is intimately con-
nected with the respective absence or presence
of the zero at x =xso in the function Ks(x). These
points are further illustrated in Fig. 5, again for
g 1

Returning now to our general solution gs(x) it is
straightforward to show from Eqs. (3.43), (3.45),
and (3.48) that

[1+P(s)][1+P(-s)]
Z'(s)

&,LnK„,(x') —Lnt„(x')
)

(s.5s)

The integral in Eq. (3.53) can now be simplified by
considering the obvious contour integral taken
around a contour comprising the whole circle
at infinity, indented only to exclude the entire
real axis. Using the results above on the
analytic structure of the function LnKs(z) together
with {.auchy's theorem, it is found by comparison
with Eq. (3.49) that

1=[1+5(s)][1+9(-s)]

&max ~

(3.54)(1+ ~q —s)(1+2q+x) s
(xs —z)(x", + z)

Remembering that the function P(s) must be every-

where analytic except for possible singularities at
the end points of I. [viz. , max(0, ~ q —1) and

(~ q+1)], Eq. (3.54) immediately yields'

R
p( )

1) q-qmm )

(xso —s)/(1+ —,
'

q —s), q & q"

(3.55)

where the negative solution has been discounted by
reference to Eq. (3.3"I) in the limit z-~. Com-
parison with Eq. (3.48) then yields the unique solu-
tion

180;

4.0

2.5—

1.5—

(6e
(n

Q)
(na 90-
K

uQ

-0.5 I

0.5
)

1.0
I

1.5

FIG. 4. 88xne as Fig. 3, but at a Momentuln transfer-
q= 0.5&q . =0.560.

FIQ. 5. Phase angle (5 (x) at v =1, for various values
of the momentum transfer q.
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g„(z) = exp — dx'1 1,6sx')
(z) 1T r x —z 1

gs(z} =exp —— „,, 6„(x')
xi+8 (3.56d)

q- qmm ~

R
X0 8 R

qmm ~+~q —z

(3.56a}

which by reference to Fig. 5 and the discussion of
it can be rewritten in the equivalent form

gs(z) = exp — dx',", (3.56b)
1 1 " 6 x')

( )
1T 0 x —z

which is valid for al/ values of q, and where the
effective upper limit on the integral is max(q/
2+ I,xso). Two further, equivalent expressions
which can be constructed from Eqs. (3.56a) and
(3.56b) by using the functional relation (3.49) are1,5s(x')

gs(z) = exp —— dx'
L

and where in each of Eqs. (3.56a)-(3.56d), &„(x)
~

as given by Eq. (3.4"/) is continuous for min(L)
&x & max( —,

' q+1, xzo), with values between 0 and v,
and zero elsewhere on the positive real axis, as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Strictly speaking we should
still verify that the solution expressed by any of
the above equivalent forms actually satisfies our
original nonlinear integral equation. Suffice it to
say that this may fairly readily be performed.

For many purposes, one final form for gs(z)
is useful, which is readily obtained by performing
an obvious contour rotation

g„(z) =exp —— dy
z " lnE„(y)

2' g +g

qmax

X
z+2q+1

0

(3.56c)

'1, Hex&0,
X

I/IC, (z), Rez&O,

where, from Eq. (3.35),

(3.56e)

Es(y) -=I~R(&y}

=1+ — 1+—(1 ——,q'+y') ln, , —, + y tan ' —tan '1 1», (—,'q+1)'+y', —,'q —1, —,'q+1
P 2q —,

'
q —1 '+W' (3.57)

and where in Eq. (3.5V) the symbol tan " now indi-
cates the principal value of the inverse tangent
function, defined to lie in the interval (- —,

' z, —,'v).
This last form for gs(x) is particularly suited to
numerical computation since it contains a non-
singular integrand, .does not depend on the param-
eter x(q), and is independent of whether q~& 2.
We also add that values in the physical regime
z c i. are readily obtained by making use of Eq.
(3.38) .

Having obtained the general unique solution to
the BPA ring equations in our formalism, we now
wish for futureuse to discuss some of its proper-
ties. We start by considering the analytic struc-
ture of g„(z), which is most readily investigated by
considering Eq. (3.56c). Thus, gs(z) is seen to be
a function analytic in the entire complex z plane
cut along I.' with the exception (for q &q,„only)
of a simple pole at z =-xso. In particular, ga(z)
is analytic over the physical regime I and does
not have a pole at z =+x", .

It is readily verified that g„(x) is a monotonically
increasing function of x for x&0, with a value at

the origin given by

q+2g„(0)= 1+ — 1+ —(1——,
' q') lnR,

p q
4

(3.58)

and which approaches' unity as x approaches in-
finity. Its limiting behavior for small x is deter-
mined by the following expressions:

I g„(0)[1—p 'g (0)xlnx+0(x)], q&2;
gR&X~ x 0+

[g,(0)[I+O(x)], q&2 .

(3.59)

The limiting behavior for large values of the mo-
mentum transfer q is also of interest, and it is
important to realize that we shall actually be less
interested in this limit when x remains constant
but rather as x/q- —,', since we are basically in-
terested in the physical regime specified by Eq.
(3.23). It is easy to verify that the general limit is
given by
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a, (x)
8@x,

3v(I + 2c)
= 1 ——' —q '+0(q ')

x/q~ c

(3.60)

for a,rbitrary value of the constant e.
Using Eqs. (3.6), (3.12), (3.16), (3.17), and

(3.21), it is readily shown that the correlation
energy expressed a.s an energy per particle in
units of rydbergs in the RPA is given by

j

g RPA 3
Bm'ng,

d x [ gs(x) —1] .

(3.61)

The integrations in Eq. (3.61) can presumably now

be performed by inserting any of the exact rela-
tions(3. 56a)-(3.56e). Itis, however, muchsimpler

to use Eq. (3.29) to derive the relation

dx=2Pq dxImK„, (x)

= 2Pq dy [Z„(y) -1]
0

(3.63)

and the various exact results of Eqs. (3.56) leads
to the various forms for the RPA correlation en-

dq'g„(Tc')= lim ]2vPqe[I-K„(e)g„(e)]j.
I Z

(3.62)

Use of Eqs. (3.61)-(3,62), together with the trivial
relation

dx Tan ' ="-'———ImK„, (x), ImK„, (x)
ReKR, (x)

(3.64a)

—ImK„, (x)+v[x,"—(~q+ l)]e(q" —q)HeKs+ x)
(3.64b)

q'dq dy [lnE„(y) -S'„(y)+1], (3.64c)

where 9(x) is the usus. l unit-step function, defined
to be one (zero) if x is greater (less) tha. n zero.
The last of the above forms is precisely the well-
known expression for.the RPA correlation energy
as fil st derived by Geol-Mann and Bluecknery and
the other forms have also been shown to be equi-
va. lent by Hubbard and Sa.wada et al.'

While (3.64c) is most convenient for the numeri-
cal evaluation of the HPA correlation energy
(since it is independent of x,"), we can usefully
consider Eq. (3.64b) further to enquire into the
physical role of the constant x, =x,"(q). We may
rewrite the two terms in Eq. (3.64b) as

RPA RPA +~ RPA—&e;conf +& c;Pi ~ (3.65)

where the first term corresponds to the contribu-
tion from the x integration over the regime I., and
the second term arises from the term involving
xo. It is clear in this form that the term e, , ,",„,
arises from the physical regime L, corresponding
to the particle-hole continuum for which ~T(+-,'q~
&1 and [Tc ——,'@~&1. The second-term e',".» clearly
then arises from an unphysical (for bare particle-
hole pairs) region in momentum space. From Eq.
(3.64b) it is easy to rewrite this latter contribution
(to the total energy) as

'Lax

z"..',", =- Q (Ir „(q)-— [.(q ~ , (k(, '1),

(3.66)
Iz(u»(q) -=(ii'k„/m) qx, (q),

Ilm m(dp((q) =(m'/2m)[(q+& )'-~ '1
r ~oS

as required, which is just the upper limit of
the particle-hole pair excitation continuum for a
given q. We thus see from Eq. (3.66) that x,"
= x,"(q) essentially measures the plasmon dis-
persion curve. This result is perhaps not unex-
pected if we refer back to the analytic structure
of the three-point or particle-hole vertex function
g„(e), which analytic behavior is also reflected in

(3.67)

where q has temporarily been restored to a vari-
able with proper dimensions. In this form it is
clearly seen that this piece of the correlation en-
ergy is just that arising from the plasma oscilla-
tions or Plasmons with frequency &o»(q) and is
given as the difference between the zero-point
energy of this oscillation and the value this energy
approaches as the coupling is turned off (e'-0 or
equivalently r, - 0). This latter limit is simply
from Eqs. (3.50) and (3.66):
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the four-point two-particle-tmo-hole function 8,
from Eq. (3.24}. Thus we recall that g„(z}has the
cut I.' and the (possible} pole at z =-x,". By an-
alogy with ordinary two-body potential scattering
me mould expect that the cut is a reflection of the
particle-hole scattering continuum and the pole
corresponds to a bound state, and this interpreta-
tion is now seen to be correct, except that we
realize-the bound state is not a tmo-body bound
state but a true (many particle-bole) collective
excitation of the many-body system. The ana'logy
with potential theory can in fact usefully be ex-
tended. For example, the behavior of the "phase-
shift" angle 6z(x) shown in Fig. 5 with respect to
whether the system sustains a plasmon or not for
a particular momentum q, bears obvious analogy
to I.evinson's theorem" for two-body potential
scattering. It is not difficult to formulate exactly
the quasi-Levinson theorem fear this many-body
situation, although we shall not attempt to do so
here.

It is perhaps also worth pointing out that the
function Ez(z) which plays such an important role
in our solution is no more than the dielectric func-

. tloQ mell know'Q from tbe GreeQ 8-function techni-
ques (and see, e.g., Ref. 51). In the Green's-
function analysis of time-dependent perturbation
theory one can define a proper polarization in-
sertion II*(q, u&) which renormalizes tbe bare static
potential V(q) into a generally nonstatic (or equi-
valently energy-dependent) effective potential
&(q, (u) by

(3.68)

R =-R(y)=--,' Ilm [P[Z,(y) - I])

(3.70b)

=lim ——,(1-ln2) Ine- —,
s~0 Bm

QK ~K

(3.VOc)

Putting these results together leads to the asymp-
totic expression

0.0622»~, 0 142—+0.(~. »r, ). . (3.71)

Finally, it is well knowns that to get the first tao
terms in the above asymptotic expression exactly,
one need only add to the RPA result tbe second-
order exchange contribution e~, ] evaluated exactly
by Onsager" as

and 6 is the finite piece of the (logarithmically
divergent) second-order direct contribution &,

"'
after the logarithmic divergence has been properly
removed

K„(z)—= e „„(q,qz) . (3.69)

In order to compare our results with tbe later
TDA results we also consider taking the high-
density (r, -O) limit of Eq. (3.64c). The calcula-
tion is straightformard and is identical to that
given by Gell-Mann and Brueckner, s and me quote
only the mell-knowp result

where e(q, &u) is tbe dielectric response function.
In the Green's-function theory it is shown that re-
placing H ~ by its lomest order approximation gen-
erates tbe RPA and tt ls readily seen [cf, our Eq,
(3.35) and Eqs. (12.36) and (12.45) of Ref. 51] that

~',"=-,', »2- (3/»')K(3) =0.0464 . (3.72}

One thus obtains the exact result .

.—, 0.06221m; —0.094+ 0(r, Inr, ) . (3;73)

RPA OO

dx,"f (x, ),
1

It is not difficult to show that in this high-density
limit the plasmons contribute only to the constant
term in Eq. (3.73), and by explicit evaluation' we
find

(3.70a)

=, A Inr, +Bz+ O(r, Inr, ),
A = (2/v 2)(1 —In2) =0.0622,

a„,= (2/v')(I- »2)[in(4a/w) +(»R),„-—,']+6,

where

f(x) = xln[(x+1)/(x -1)]-—2, (3.74)

e, .p(
— = —', —2/w2 =0.130V .
rs O

(3.75)

which integral can be evaluated analyticany52 to
give



C. TDA ring equations

In See. III8 we have explicitly solved the 52
equations ln the RPA, It 18 cleRr f10m iteration of
Eq. (3.10), or its pictorial representation in Fig.
2, that the RPA sums all the most general ring
diagrams and that the genera, l intermediate sta, te
in the RPA consists of an arbitrary (even) number
of particle-hole pairs. An equivalent way of des-
cribing the RPA is thus to say that the intermed-
iate states considered are restricted to those ob-
tained by creating or destroying (bare) particle-
hole pairs from the noninteraeting ground state,
and in this form the RPA is also well known in the
coQtext of QucleRl spectloscopy. Hel e one 18 in-
terested, for example, in the calculation of col-
lective excitations in closed-shell nuclei, where
the ground state is supposed to be, to a good ze-
roth approximation, the closed-shell Hartree-Fock
state; i.e., a Slater determinant built from the
self-consistent Hartree-Fock single-particle (or
shell-model} basis. One then arrives at the RPA
by, for exa, mple, linearizing the equations of mo-
tion by keeping only those matrix elements which
connect an excited state to the ground state by
creating or destroying particle-hole pairs in the
ground state. A further approximation ls also well
known in this context, which makes the further
restriction that one considers only those states
reached by creating particle-hole pairs from the
ground state, i.e., the further approximation is
made that the ground state has no particle-hole
pair components. For historical reasons this has
become known in the literature as the Tamm-
Dancoff ' approximation. These authors were in
fact concerned with a field-theoretic treatment of
a system of mesons and nucleons, which they
solved within such a truncated basis as deselibed
above, and the general approach has been em-
ployed both previously Rnd since by many other
authors.

Within the present context the TDA is now easy
to formulate. Thus we consider the subset of ring
diagrams, wherein every intermediate state con-
sists of just two particle-hole pairs. Equivalently,
within the language of Goldstone perturbation the-
01 y the TDA consists of tRklng oQly those 11Qg
diRgrams propRgatlQg forwRrds ln time f10m the
time the first two particle-hole pairs were crea-
ted, whereas the RPA enlarges the class to the
rings propagating either forwards or backwards
in time. From Fig. 2 it is now clear that the only
term in the RPA which is responsible for ba.ek-
ward propagation is the last term quadratic in 92,
and omission of this term leads to the TDA.

At this point it is wor'th pointing out that one
knows many examples in many-body theory where

an approximation is worsened rather than im-
proved by the addition of extra diagrams, particu-
larly at intermediate values of the effective cou-
pling constant, and thus it is not a Pmon obvious
whether the TDA is a worse approximation than
the RPA for nonvanishing values of x,. Further-
more the TDA has to our knowledge never before
been applied to the electron gas. Finally, since
the TDA turns out also to be susceptible to an
exact solution in this case, and since exact re-
sults in many-body theory are rare, and can often
be used as R yardstick against which to measure
more elaborate methods, we consider it worth-
while to consider further.

Just as above we used the index 8 to indicate
quantities evaluated in the RPA, we now use the
index T (subscript or superscript) for the corre-
sponding quantities in the TDA. From the above
discussion, it is clear that the basic TDA ring
equation is the "linearized" version of Eq. (3.15),

x [1+2f- (q) + 3f r (q) ), (3.76)

x [g,(~,)+g,(Tc, ) —1]. (3.77)

Defining the functions Kr(Tc) and Z(jc) by

Kr(cc)=1+Z(cc)=1+,
)

1 dK

2~p ~ q ~ K'+K (3.78)

the basic TDA equation (3.77) can be recast in the
form

K r(cc, )gr(cc, ) = Kz(cc, ) — dec,
27fp I" q' (K~ +K@J

(3.79)
in terms of the solution to which the TDA approx-
imant for 83 may be written

g,r. ; -„(q)= —(3/3 pcV)[1/q- (Tc, +Tc,)1

& [gr(cc, ) +gr(~. ) —11 .

By exactly the same reasoning as in the RPA case,
we again come to the conclusion that gr(cc) is a
function only of the scalar variables q' and Tc ~ q,
and is independent of K'. Continuing to suppress
the dependence on cf, we write g r(cc) = gr(cc ~q)-

or in terms of the TDA particle-. hole vertex func-
tion gz, defined by Eq. (3.16},

I
gr(K c ) —1—

3 ~
dK2
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'henceforward. By choosing the same cylindrical
polar coordinate system as in the RPA case, Eq.
(3.80) may be reduced to a one-dimensional inte-
gral equation for gr(x= II ~-q),

Kr(z)g r(z) =Kr(z) —— dx' R(x')

(3.81)

Kr(z) —= 1+ Z(z) =-1+— dx', , (3.82), IV(x&)

p' ™ x +8

where we have again analytically continued our
.equation into the complex z plane, and where the
function N(x) Rnd the symbol I, have the same
meaning as in Eqs. (3.31)-(3.32). Equation (3.81)
is now a Qonsingular linear integral equation in
the physical regime z- xcI., but as in the RPA
case it is convenient to turn it into a singular eq-
uation in order to. solve it analytically, and we do

this as before by de'riving a relation between

gr(z) and, gr(.—z). . 8'tRI'tlllg w1th Eq. (3.81)& Rlld

performing RQ essentlRlly slmllar RQRlysls Rs ln
the RPA case, it is fairly straightforward to show

that gr(z) satisfi'es the functional relation

g, (z) +g, (-z) =1+I/&, (z)1-,(z), (3.83)

which is the TDA analog of the RPA equation
(3.3V). It is again clear that in the physical re-
gime x+Ly

gr(x) =lim gr(x+I'y), xrL .
0

Equation (3.85) is again of the standard Muskhel-
ishvili-Omnhs type, and the well-known theory
of this class of singular equations (and see Ref.
49) leads to the general solution

11(z)e"'&'
I r(z)gr(z) =

K
—---

Kr z 2IIi

1
-u+ (x') -tf (x')

rl(x')K, (x')(x' —z)

u(z)11(').""',
where s (z) is defined analogously to II"(z) in Eq.
(3.43), with

G,(x)=i, (x)/i„(x)-=8-""~ &, x~L (3.&88)

rr(z) =(z —a) "I(z —5) "z,

where 0 Rnd 6 ared 1 espectlvely~ the lower Rnd

uppel end po1Qts of the x'6glme I RQd the integers
'Pll RDd fL2 Rx'6 defined by

1.,(z)=- k,(-z), (3.84)
II, = v '5, (a-), -n, =x-&5,(f).

which is just the TDA analog of the RPA result
(3.49). This result can now be used to Iewrite
Eq.'(3.81) in the form

I.,(z)g, (z) = +- d—x' lV(x')

(3.85)

~e ag»n»« that sol~ti~n (3.8"?) is not unique
since it contains the function p(z), which is an ar-
bitrary polynomial.

Again, in order to simplify the result (3.87) by
performing the obvious contour integra, l, it is nec-
essary to consider the analytic structure of the
function LnI. r(z). From either the defining rela-
tions (3.82) and (3.84), or from the explicit result

I 1 I

1+ [1 —(z —2 q)']ln ', +2qz ln — --— ' -q(z 1), q& 2,
1

1+ [1 —(z —z q)']ln, -2(z —2 q), q ~ 2,
(3.91)

(3:92)

(3.93)

it is not difficult to sh&ow that the function LnLr(z) has the following properties: (i) it contains the branch
cut f of I r(z)& RIld (Ii) tile (pOsslble) extl'R branch polIIt Rt z=+xo, due to the (possible) zel'0 ilI Lr(z)&
I r(x, ) =0, where x, =xor(q) zq+1. This zero exists only for q- q, where q is given by

(iii) otherwise LnLr(z). is analytic in the cut plane, and (iv) Ir(z) 1 when z- ~. Using this information
lt ls I'SRdlly shown tllat'II (z) mRy be evaluated explIcItly Rs

z&z ('] p T
Zzr(z) f, (Z) && [ & q qmzz &

~. (zq+1-z)/(xor-z), q ~qr
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and working on the same bra, nch of the Ln function as in the RPA case, the integers n, and n, in Eq. (3.90)
may be specified as

(3.94)n, =0, n, =e(qr -q).
Equations (3.93) and (3.94) may now be used to simplify the result given in Eq. (3.8'I). By considering the
contour integral of the obvious integrand around a contour comprising the imaginary axis and the infinite
semi. circle in the right half-plane, indented at the real axis to exclude the cut L, one finally arrives at
the solution

(3.95)

where the arbitrary polynomial (t)(z) in Eq. (3.87) has again been evaluated by insisting that the solutions
both satisfy the functional relation (3.83) and approach unity as z tends to infinity, as is readily observed
from our original Eq. (3.81). Equation (3.S5) again specifies completely the unique TDA solution, and
should be compared with its RPA counterpart (3.56e). Both for completeness and for future use, we also
give the TDA counterparts of the RPA results expressed in Eqs. (3.56a)-(3.56d). These relations, fully,
equivalent to Eq. (3.95) are derived from this result by performing various contour distortions, and using
the functional relation (3.83):

1 e(qr q) 1 1

If,(z)&,(x) (x,' —s) A, (x,')I.,'(x. )

dx'

Kr (z)I r(z) 2vi o x' -~ &r(x') I (rx')

e(qr —q) 1 1
(xr +x) Kr(xr)I r(xr) 2wi

dx'

E...( '), r, (*))'
dx'

L+ ——.

27t2 0 X + 8
1

I r (x')
(3.96)

dI „(x)I.'(xr) =
dx x X0

.SV)

(3.98)

By analogy with Eq. (3.61) we can now evaluate the correlation energy in the TDA as

q dq dx N(x) [g~(x) —1],3 1
7t I

which is readily evaluated in the two equivalent forms, by direct substitution of the exact solution from
either Eq. (3.95) or the third of Eqs. (3.96), I

I, K x' I x' I x'

E (xr) —1 (3.99a,)

qsdq dp — — -1 K& tp +I z &p —23
47T QP p 0 E (jy)L (jy)

(3.99b)

The two terms in Eq. (3.99a) again correspond
respectively to the contributions from the particle-
hole continuum and the plasmons, whereas Eq.
(3.99b) is more convenient for numerical integra-
tion. The evaluation of &, A in the high-density
limit may be derived from Eq. (3.99b) in a
straightforward fashion. The result after a certain

amount of tedious algebra is

A lnr, +Br+0(r, lnr, ),0
(3.100a)

where A is identical to the BPA value in Eq.
(3.70a), and

I3r ~ (2/v') (1 —ln2) [ln(2o/w) + x] + 5, (3.100b)
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where 6 is as given in Eq. (S.VOc), and

00

a =
~

dy B' 2 In(B'+I ')
0

(S.104)
3pN q ([V' + [[:2)

It is clear both from the discussion above and the
explicit expression of Eq. (3.104) that the MA de-
stroys the symmetry of 3,,-„„(q}under the inter-
change k~ —I(:2, although this symmetry can be
restored if necessary by symmetrizing Eq. (8.104).

The solution of Eq. (3.103) is now trivial, and

gives in our, by now familiar, variables

g„(z)= 1/Zr(z), (S.105)

where Zr(s) is the TDA dielectric function defined
in Eq. (S.VB). We note that g„(z) has. identical
analytic structure to gr(z), namely, the same
plasmon pole at s = -x, , and the particle-hole
continuum cut corresponding to z ~L '.

The correlation energy in the MA is immediately
given by comparison with Eq. (3.98) as

+ — tan"'—

It =- B(y) =1-y tan '(1/y},

I =- I(y) = ~2 y ln(l + 1/y') .

(3.100c)

Numerical integration yields a value w = -0.-1670,
which gives the final expression

eTn" = 0.06221nr, -0.1298+0(r, Inx, ).
~o '

(3.101)

D. MA ring equations

As we have already seen the RPA can be rep-
resented as summing the most general ring dia-
grams in their entirety, while the TDA sums only
that subset in which the'rings propagate only for-
ward in time from the instant the first two parti-
cle-hole pairs are created. There is one further
approximation which has been used in the context
of the electron gas many years ago by Macke,'~

and which was motivated by earlier work of
Wigner. " Here one also considers the rings to
propagate only forward in time, but further re-
stricts the class of diagrams to those in which a
given pair of the original two particle-hole pairs
created remains for all subsequent times in its
original state, i.e. , suffers no subsequent scat-
tering. within the context of the present formal-
ism this Macke approximation (MA) is readily seen
to correspond diagrammatically not only to omit-
ting the term quadratic in 8, in Pig. 2 as in the

TDA, but also either one of the terms linear. in

8, on the right-hand side of Fig. 2.
Using the index (subscript or superscript) M now

to indicate quantities evaluated in this MA, it is
clear from the above discussion that the basic
MA ring equation, by analogy to Eqs. (3.15) and

(S.V6), is

cM"= — q dq de% x
T

(3.106)

It ls stl aightforwaxd to dex'lve the high-density
limit of this expression, viz. ,

GAMA

&=-~(x)= =1-sin 1+—
' ydy

/+X x

(3.10V)

where again 5 is given by Eq. (3.VOc). This ex-
pression is identical to that given by Gell-Mann
and Brueckner' for the MA, why'by numerical in-
tegration quote the final result

=, 0.06221', —0.174+0(r, Inr, ).
(S.108}

We note that the result (3.10V), without the second-
order correction term &, is also just that given by
Luhr mann.

For a comparison of the RPA and TDA results
it is most convenient to consider the contributions
to the correlation energy c, arising from the dif-
ferent values of the momentum transfer q. Thus,
we define a function e(q), such that

(3.102)

f„."[ql= f d~, ,& &, [1+sf„"(i)[.
or, in terms of the MA particle-hole vertex func-
tion g„defined as in Eq. (3.16),

1 1
gz(&,) . 1

. 22XP I q' ( + )

(3.103)

in terms of the solution to which the MA approxi-
mant for 8, is

(4.1)

and the RPA and TDA values of this function are
correspondingly given by Eqs. (3.64) and (3.99).
It is easy to show that the la'rge-q (or short-range)
11IDlts of this. quantity are ideIltical in both appx'oxl-
mations and axe given by
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&Tn„(q) = —(3/4w)q/uv, .

The common short-rRQge limit ls hardly sux'pl lslng
since to this leading ordex only the common sec-
ond-oxder ring diagram contributes. What is more
interesting is how rapidly in fact this limit is ap-
proached, as is illustrated in Fig. 6. It is seen
that for both HPA and TDA at both r, = 1 and +s = 6,
the t.'(q) curves have already healed to their asymp-
totic limits within a few percent at q=2. What is
more, the HPA and TDA values heal together even
more rapidly than this, even for e, = 6. For small
values of x, this is to be expected, since it is clear
from oux' pL'evloUs dlscussloQ thRt 1D perturbatlon-
theoretical terms the BPA and TDA differ only in
fourth- and higher-order terms, but it is quite
surprising at values of x, as high as 6. It is
clear both from our high-density limits expressed
in Eqs. (3.71) and (3.101), and from Fig. 8, that
the overall effect of the ring terms containing
backward-going propagation, is attractive. Actual
values of the correlation energy in both approxima-
tions are shown in Table I for various values of r, .
It is clear that while the ri.ng terms containing
backward propagation are not negligible, they
contribute only (8-12) /e of the total ring contri-
bution to the correlation energy over the range in

fx'oIQ 1 to 6.
%'hile the RPA taken together with the second-

order exchange term gives exactly the first two
terms in the high-density expansion for the cor-
1'61R'tloll eIlergy we eel tRlQly do not expect lt to

-0.04

—-0,06-CX

-0,08-

"0.10-

0.5 1.0
q/ltF

FIG. 6. punction q (q) in the gpA and TDA at the
values g =1 and w~ =6. The common short-range
asymptote of Eq. (4,2) is also shown.

Iim ~»~(q) = liiii &TnA(q) = -(8/3v )(1/q ),
(4.2)

whereas the small-q (or long-range) limits are
given by

&»„(q) = —(3/2v)q/or, ,

TABLE I. Correlation energy & of the electron gas in
the RPA and TDA.

—0.3.57 6
-0.1236
-0.105 5
-0.093 6
—0.084 9
—0.078 2

-0.146 4
-0.112 9
-0.095 2

0.083 6
-0.075 3
-0.068 9

be a good approximation in the intermediate
I'eglnle. Thus, quite RpRx't fx'om lgnox'lng the sim-
ple effects of exchange [Fig. 1(d) j we have ignored
even in the SUB2 approximation (i) all of the com-
bined particl, e-particle and hole-hole laddei terms
[generated by diagrams (m)-(o) of Fig. 1], some
at least of which are important for short-range ef-
fects; (ii) the generalized self-energy correction
terms [generated by diagrams (g)-(I) of Fig. 1];
(iii) a class of ring-exchange diagrams [generated
by diagrams (d).-(f) of Fig. 1]; and (iv) a class of
additional exchange terms [generated by the re-
maining diagrams of Fig. 1] which includes the
particIe-hole ladder terms. (p) and (q). It will
remain the task for future papers in this series
(particularly. III) systematically to examine the
effects caused by these various terms.

After the present work was completed, we
learned of a recent paper of FreemRn'3 in which
essentially the same coupled-cluster forma. lism
as used here is applied to the electron gas in the
rlQg Rppx'oxlIQRtlons. Freeman considered both the
RPA and what he calls a linearized RPA (equ'i-
valent to our TDA), but he was unable to obtain
exact solutions in either case. His numerical re-
sults. however are in perfect agreement with- ours.
Fx eeman also considers the incorporation of ex-
change effects arising from the ring diagrams, but
he treats only the incomplete case where in terms
of diagrams for the ground-state enex'gy oQly the*
latest (in time) potential line is exchanged, with
Rll other interactions retaining their accompanying
"direct" rings. We have checked that our exact
RPA and TDA solutions also agree with his numex'-
ical results fox' this simple treatment of exchange.
We do Qot px'esent 1esults fox' this cRse h0%'ever
since we believe that meaningful results on the ef-
fects of exchange on the RPA, for example, can
only be given by considering them ln theix' 6Q-
tirety, i.e. , by including the entixe set of RPA
exchange diagrams generated by incorporating
Figs. 1(d), 1(e), and 1(f), which we consider
separately lQ IK

It.is also interesting to note that in the absence
of an exact solution to his RPA equation [equivalent
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to our Eq. (3.10)J, Freeman" is led to assert
that nonlinear equations of the RPA type will have
multiple solutions, and in particular he claims
that the numerical solution he obtains by numerical
iteration is not unique. In view of our having shown
that the RPA solutionis unique, it is clear that

. this assertion is simply not true in t-his case. It
is also true that both the full SUB2 approximation
for 8, and many other approximations to it involve
nonlinear equations, and Freeman further sug-
gests that all such equations will have multiple
solutions, and that "the other solutions may pro-
vide useful approximations for some of the excited
states of the system. '-' For several reasons we
remain sceptical of this suggestion. While we can-
not prove in general that the full SUB2' equation
for S„or any particular approximation to it,
does have a unique solution, our experience sug-
gests that either such equations will hive unique
solutions that describe the unique (approximation
to the) ground state as in the RPA discussed here,
or if a nonuniqueness does occur, that physical
considerations will usually dictate that only one
of the mathematical solutions is physically ten-
able and that the remainder must normally be
discarded. With regard to the latter possibility
we argue on the following grounds. In the first
place we know already of at least two cases where
nonunique solutions do occur. One of these is the
analogous RPA considered here but for a system
of bosons. In this case (and see III), the equation
for 8, is a simple algebraic quadratic equation.
Only one of the two roots passea over to thepertur-

bative solution, and the other nonperturbative
solution must certainly be discarded since it is un-
bounded. Another case is the soluble fermion
model discussed by one of the present authors. '
Here again it is shown that for an N-particle prob-
lem, a complete SUBn description leads to multi-
ple solutions, and furthermore that the non-
ground-state solutions only give even an approxi-
mate description of the excited states if n= N.
In summary, wha, t seems clear to us is that any
possible multiple solutions of a SUB' approxima-
tion with n «N are extremely unlikely to provide
a good description of collective excitations, al. -
though it must remain an open question as to
whether some of the extra solutions might pro-
vide a good description of I-body excitations
with rn ~ n. In any case we feel that it is more
sensible to study excited state's with a formalism
which is particularly designed to do so, rather
than with the coupled-cluster approach described
here. Thus in Ig we study the excited. states of
the electron gas employing such an approach,
and which uses our analytic BPA solution for S,
obtained here as input.
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